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Abstract: It is widely accepted that recycled concrete aggregates originated from 

construction and demolition wastes are promising materials to contribute to the 

conservation and rational use of natural resources as well as the protection of the 

environment. In this work, a comprehensive experimental investigation has been 

carried out in order to assess the effect of shrinkage reducing admixture (SRA) on the 

mechanical properties and creep of concrete manufactured with recycled coarse 

aggregates from the different parent concrete with compressive strengths of 30MPa 

and 80MPa, respectively. Meanwhile, mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) and 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) have been performed to determine the variation 

of internal microstructure. The results indicate that the quality of recycled aggregates 

has important effect on the properties of concrete. The addition of SRA furtherly 

reduces the early mechanical properties of recycled aggregate concrete, and however, 

improves the later mechanical and creep properties. Compared with the reference 

concrete manufactured with natural coarse aggregates, concrete manufactured with 

SRA and recycled coarse aggregates with high quality exhibits the later higher 
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compressive strength and elastic modulus as well as lower creep, which is largely due 

to the later more compact microstructure such as interfacial transition zone and pore 

structure. 
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1. Introduction 

Construction of large-scale infrastructures is among the most resource consuming 

activities, especially in the developing countries [1]. In the recent years, construction 

and demolition wastes (CDW) have been investigated as materials that may help to 

mitigate such expenditure, but their widespread implementation is still difficult. CDW 

not only cause the severe environmental pollution, but also lead to the huge resource 

waste [2]. Hence, in recent years, the effective reutilization of CDW has caused the 

increasing concern. Many study results indicate that the utilization of recycled 

concrete aggregates as natural aggregate substitutes in the preparation of concrete has 

become one of most efficient ways for recycling some cementitious materials 

originated from CDW [3-5], which can alleviate the increasingly scarce natural 

aggregates and ensure the sustainability of construction. 

 

Creep is a natural property of concrete, which is the increase of strain under the 

constant stress. General speaking, creep strain of concrete can be calculated by 

subtracting the instantaneous elastic, various shrinkage and thermal strains from the 

total strain in the experiments. Creep of concrete divided into basic creep and drying 

creep plays a significant role in the design and safety of concrete structure. 

Components of concrete especially cementitious materials and aggregates with used 

huge quantities have important effect on the change of creep of concrete [6, 7]. The 

studies on the creep of concrete manufactured with recycled aggregates have already 

conducted to ensure and guide the application of recycled aggregate concrete in 

practical concrete structure and pre-stressed concrete structure engineering. Compared 



with the reference concrete, the creep deformation of concrete with recycled 

aggregates as 100% coarse natural aggregate substitutes was increased by about 51% 

[8]. Geng et al. [9] studied the effect of recycled coarse aggregates which were 

originated from parent concrete with different strengths on the creep of concrete. The 

results indicated that after 240 days under loading, the creep deformation of recycled 

aggregate concrete was 50%～120% greater than that of the reference concrete. In 

addition, a newly creep model with good accuracy was also proposed, especially for 

recycled aggregate concrete with lower water to binder ratio (w/b). Wang et al. [10] 

also reported the similar results. Seara-Paz et al. [11] observed that the creep strains 

were increased with the increase of recycled coarse aggregate contents. The utilization 

of pre-saturated recycled aggregates resulted in the different development tendency of 

creep strains at early ages attributed to the effect of internal curing. Gholampour and 

Ozbakkaloglu [12] found that concrete with the high-strength recycled aggregates had 

similar creep to the reference concrete, but concrete with the low-strength recycled 

aggregates exhibited obviously higher creep 60% than the reference concrete. In 

addition, a study by Fathifazl [13] was implemented to evaluate the effect of mix 

proportioning method on the creep of recycled aggregate concrete. The results 

indicated that recycled aggregate concrete with the equivalent mortar volume method 

exhibited the lower creep, and recycled aggregate concrete with the conventional 

method exhibited the higher creep, compared with natural aggregate concrete mixes. 

Manzi et al. [14] determined that creep behavior of self-compacting concrete was 

more influenced by the recycled aggregate contents and assortments, though the effect 

was more limited compared with the traditional recycled aggregate concrete. 

Meanwhile, some reviews on the creep of recycled aggregate concrete were also 

provided [15-18], and there was consensus in the fact that the utilization of recycled 

aggregates resulted in the increase of creep, the magnitude of which depended on the 

quality and replacement rate of aggregates, and the incorporation of fine recycled 

aggregates made the creep higher. In addition, some control methods of recycled 

aggregate concrete creep were also proposed such as the different new mixing 

procedure, the strengthened method of recycled aggregates in advance, and the 



combined use of admixtures, which exhibited the disadvantages of the initial property 

variations of recycled aggregate concrete, the tedious preparation technologies and the 

increased costs. Hence, at present, it is urgent and important to explore the reasonable 

and promising method of controlling creep deformation of recycled aggregate 

concrete. 

 

Generally speaking, the usage of shrinkage reducing admixture (SRA) in concrete can 

effectively reduce various shrinkages of concrete mainly due to its expansion effect, 

reduced surface tension and pore solution ion concentration, as well as controlled 

relative humidity [19-21]. Meanwhile, there were also limited results which proved 

that the utilization of SRA reduced, to some extent, the creep of ordinary concrete. 

However, there is no any result on the creep of recycled aggregate concrete with SRA. 

 

In this paper, a study is carried out to evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of SRA 

in controlling the creep properties of concrete manufactured with recycled coarse 

aggregates with different strengths of parent concrete. The variations of creep, 

compressive strengths and elastic modulus of recycled aggregate concrete including 

SRA with the increase of curing ages are systematically and experimentally 

investigated. Meanwhile, the microstructure analysis by scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) and mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) together with a detailed discussion 

are exhibited to reveal the mechanisms behind the test findings. 

 

2. Test program 

2.1 Materials 

In this study, Portland cement with strength grade of P·O42.5 agreed with Chinese 

standard GB 175-2007 and its main physical properties are listed in Table 1. 

Limestone powder was produced by grinding limestone resources and mainly as a 

supplementary cementious material to replace part cement. The fineness of cement 

and limestone powder were measured and exhibited in Figs. 1. It is observed that the 

particle content with the size of 10μm in limestone powder is highest, and however, 



cement has the highest particle content with the size of 50μm. The particle content 

with less than 10μm in limestone powder is twice as many as that in cement to result 

in the fact that limestone powder can compensate the shortage of fine particles in 

cement, showing a good filling effect. 

 

A polycarboxylic superplasticizer admixture used to control the workability of 

recycled aggregate concrete has a specific gravity of 1205 kg/m3, the solid content 

greater than 30%, and the reduction ratio of water up to 30%. SRA is a light yellow 

admixture from Zhejiang province of China, and the main properties are listed in 

Table 1. 

 

Four types of aggregates were used, including one natural limestone coarse aggregate, 

one natural fine aggregate (river sand), and two recycled coarse aggregates. These two 

recycled coarse aggregates had the different compressive strengths of parent concrete 

at 28 days, 30MPa and 80MPa, respectively, and parent concrete was manufactured 

with limestone coarse aggregates and natural fine aggregate (river sand). Table 2 gives 

the main physical properties of aggregates, and the water absorption of recycled 

coarse aggregates is higher than that of natural aggregates. 

 

2.2 Mixture proportion 

Five types of concrete were designed, and the content of limestone powder as a 

supplementary cementious material was constant. NFA was used in all types of 

concrete, and the fine aggregate to the sum of fine and coarse aggregates ratio of 41% 

and w/b of 0.4 were controlled as constants. Firstly, two types of concrete with 

RCA30 and RCA80 were manufactured, and on this basis, SRA with constant 

contents recommended by the manufacturer of SRA was incorporated into concrete 

with RCA30 and RCA80, respectively, to manufacture other two types of concrete. 

Meanwhile, the reference concrete with NCA was also manufactured. In addition, the 

recycled coarse aggregates were first blended with the additional water to make them 

in the saturated surface state before the manufacture of recycled aggregate concrete. 



Otherwise, the actual and effective w/b was changed due to the high water absorption 

of recycled coarse aggregates. In view of no obvious effect of the superplasticizer 

used in this study on the creep, the different superplasticizer contents in concrete were 

used to ensure a similar workability with the slumps from 180mm to 220mm. The 

detailed mixture proportions of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA are 

exhibited in Table 3. 

 

2.3 Test methods 

Compressive strength, elastic modulus and creep were determined for all concrete 

listed in Table 3. The dimensions of specimens for compressive strength test, elastic 

modulus test and creep test are 150mm×150mm×150mm, 150mm×150mm×300mm 

and 100mm×100mm×300mm, respectively. After mixing and casting, all specimens 

were kept in moulds for one day at room temperature, and then were demoulded to 

cure under the conditions with the controlled temperature of about 20oC and relative 

humidity of more than 95%. In addition, after 7 days, the specimens for the creep tests 

were moved into other conditions with same temperature and relative humidity of 

about 60% for the creep test. Their porosities and microstructure were characterized 

by MIP and SEM, respectively. The specimens for MIP and SEM tests were 

originated from the broken concrete after compressive strength tests, and stored in 

ethanol solution to stop the hydration. Finally, they were dried before the start of 

microscopic tests. The other details of above tests have been described elsewhere [22]. 

The creep test process and schematic diagram of recycled aggregate concrete 

including SRA are shown in Fig.3. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Compressive strength 

By testing the compressive strengths at different curing ages, the effect of SRA on 

compressive strengths of recycled aggregate concrete is obtained and exhibited in 

Fig.4. Each strength value is the average value of three recorded results with identical 

mixture, the error bar of which shows the change of recorded results. 



 

 

It can be observed that RCA30 remarkably decreases the compressive strengths of 

concrete at different ages compared with the reference concrete with NCA. The 

additions of SRA furtherly decrease the strengths of RCA concrete at early ages and 

increase the strengths at later ages, both of which are lower than that of the reference 

ones. The compressive strength variation of RCA80 concrete including SRA is similar 

to that of RCA30 concrete including SRA, and however, its strength is greater than 

that of reference concrete at 90 day. In addition, the compressive strengths of RCA80 

concrete are greater than those of RCA30 concrete at different ages, regardless of the 

addition of SRA, which indicates that the quality of recycled coarse aggregates plays 

a significant role in the variation of strengths. 

 

Based on the results in Fig.4, the effect of SRA on increase rate of strength of 

recycled aggregate concrete at different curing ages is also achieved, exhibited in 

Fig.5.  

 

It can be seen that the increase rates of strengths of concrete are high at early ages, 

which becomes relatively low at later ages. Compared with the reference concrete 

with NCA, the utilization of recycled coarse aggregate basically increases the increase 

rates of strengths at different ages, and the addition of SRA further increases the 

increase rates of strengths of recycled aggregate concrete. In addition, RCA30 

concrete with and without SRA have the higher increase rate of strength than RCA80 

concrete at early ages, which show similar increase rates of strengths at later ages. 

 

Generally speaking, recycled aggregates reduces the compressive strengths due to the 

fact that there are old interfacial transition zone (ITZ) which is between the aggregate 

and attached old mortar and new ITZ which is between new and old mortar in 

recycled aggregates with porous nature which may contain some micro cracks [23,24]. 

With the reduction of parent concrete strengths, the porous characteristic of recycled 



aggregate is more pronounced to result in more weaknesses [12]. SRA displays a 

deferred effect on the hydration of cement especially at early ages to reduce the 

strengths [25], but has the improved effect on the hydration reaction of cementitious 

materials at later ages which is beneficial to the increase of later strengths [19]. 

 

3.2 Elastic modulus 

Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of SRA on elastic modulus of recycled aggregate concrete 

at 7, 28 and 90 days. 

 

The comparisons between Fig.4 and Fig.6 indicates that with the increase of curing 

ages, the change of elastic modulus of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA is 

similar to that of the recorded strengths. At the same time, according to the results in 

Fig.6, the increase rates of elastic modulus of recycled aggregate concrete including 

SRA are also achieved, exhibited in Fig.7. 

 

The comparisons between Fig.5 and Fig.7 exhibit that the increase rates of elastic 

modulus of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA have similar general tendency 

to those of compressive strengths, and however, there is also small difference. 

Compared with the reference concrete with NCA, the usage of recycled coarse 

aggregate basically increases the increase rates of elastic modulus at different ages, 

and the incorporation of SRA into recycled aggregate concrete further increases the 

increase rates of elastic modulus. RCA30 concrete including SRA shows the higher 

increase rates of elastic modulus than RCA80 concrete including SRA at early ages, 

but the opposite situation occurs at later ages. 

 

In general, there is a certain relationship between compressive strengths and elastic 

modulus of concrete [23, 26] and most of factors which affect the compressive 

strengths also affect the variation of elastic modulus. The lower elastic modulus of 

recycled aggregate concrete is mainly due to the porous nature and lower stiffness of 

recycled aggregate mostly its attached old mortar, especially recycled aggregate with 



the lower parent concrete strengths. In addition, SRA has important effect on the 

variation of elastic modulus by affecting the hydration behavior of cementitious 

materials at different curing ages, similar to on the variation of compressive strengths 

[19]. 

 

3.3 Creep 

Creep test of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA was conducted after 7 days 

for the preparatory process with mixing, vibrating, casting and curing. At the same 

time, the drying shrinkage test was also conducted. Creep strain is calculated by the 

total strain recorded from the creep test minus drying shrinkage strain recorded from 

the drying shrinkage test and instantaneous elastic strain from the creep test, and other 

various strains such as thermal strain and autogenous shrinkage strain are ignored due 

to the too low values. Fig.7 and Fig.8 exhibit drying shrinkage strain and creep strain 

of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA at different loading time, respectively. 

Drying shrinkage strain and creep strain show the similar variation trend, and creep 

strain is much greater than drying shrinkage strain. 

 

It can be observed from Fig.8 that the utilizations of recycled aggregate and SRA have 

no obvious effect on the development rate of creep strains of concrete, and creep 

strains of all concrete show a similar variation trend. The early development rate of 

creep strains is great, and the later development rate is lower and lower, and the creep 

strain at 90 days achieves approximately 95% of the stable value at 180 days. The 

usage of recycled coarse aggregates remarkably increase the creep strain of concrete, 

and the increased effect is more pronounced for the recycled aggregate with the lower 

parent concrete strengths. The results accord with the other test results [12, 17]. 

Compared with the reference concrete with NCA, the creep strains of RCA30 and 

RCA80 concrete at 180 days are increased by 50.3% and 16.4%, respectively. These 

are mainly attributed to the additional paste from the old mortar attached to the 

recycled coarse aggregate surface and the weak elements of old and new ITZ. The old 

ITZ of RCA80 should be denser than that of RCA30 due to the higher parent concrete 



strengths, which results in the lower creep strain. However, the addition of SRA 

reduces the creep strains of recycled aggregate concrete, and compared with the 

reference concrete with NCA, the creep strain of RCA30 concrete including SRA at 

180 days after loading is only increased by 24.5%, and that of RCA80 concrete 

including SRA is reduced by 17.7%. These findings may be explained by the 

improved microstructure including mainly refined pore structure due to SRA, 

especially at later ages. 

 

Creep coefficient and specific creep used frequently are also two important indexes 

for the characterization of creep properties [27], both of which are calculated to 

comprehensively grasp the effect of SRA on the creep variation of recycled aggregate 

concrete. Creep coefficient is the ratio of the creep strain at different days to the 

elastic strain at 7 days as follows [22], 

                                            (1) 

where Ccc is creep coefficient at different days, ecs and ees are creep strain and elastic 

strain, respectively, s is the compressive stress which accounts for 25% of cubic 

compressive strength at 7 days, f7 and E7 are the cubic compressive strength and 

elastic modulus of concrete at 7days, respectively. Hence, the creep coefficient of 

recycled aggregate concrete including SRA is obtained, exhibited in Fig.9. 

 

It can be seen from Fig.8 and Fig.9 that creep coefficient of concrete has a similar 

variation tendency to the creep strain, which indicates that the utilization of recycled 

aggregates and SRA has similar effect on the creep coefficient to on the creep strain. 

Compared with the reference concrete with NCA, the creep coefficient of RCA30 

concrete, RCA30 concrete including SRA and RCA80 concrete at 180 days after 

loading is increased by 59.3%, 33.1% and 18.3%, respectively, and that of RCA80 

concrete including SRA is reduced by 8.9%. 

 

Specific creep is the ratio of the creep strain at different days to the applied stress at 7 
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days as follows [22], 

                                                     (2) 

where Csc is specific creep. Based on the results in Fig.4 and Fig.8, the specific creep 

of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA is achieved, shown in Fig.10. 

 

The results of comparisons with Fig.8, Fig.9 and Fig.10 exhibits that the specific 

creep of concrete has a basically similar variation tendency to the creep strain and 

creep coefficient, and however, the specific creep of recycled aggregate concrete with 

and without SRA is higher than that of the reference concrete with NCA. Compared 

with the reference concrete with NCA, the specific creep of RCA30 concrete, RCA30 

concrete including SRA, RCA80 concrete and RCA80 concrete including SRA at 180 

days after loading is increased by 122.2%, 107.7%, 32.1% and 4.1%, respectively. 

Hence, the effect of the utilization of recycled aggregate and SRA on the specific 

creep is greater than that on the creep strain and creep coefficient. This is mainly due 

to the fact that compared with the reference concrete with NCA, recycled aggregate 

concrete, especially with SRA, has the lower compressive strengths at 7 days used to 

calculate the specific creep in Eq. (2), in fact, which has the higher increase rate of 

compressive strengths after 7 days. 

 

When the creep value of the reference concrete with NCA at 180 days is considered as 

the reference value, the ratios of creep values of recycled aggregate concrete with or 

without SRA are obtained and exhibited in Fig.11. It is obvious from Fig.11 that the 

variation tendency of ratios of creep strain, creep coefficient and specific creep is 

similar. The ratio of creep strain is lowest, and that of specific creep is greatest, which 

is largely attributed to their different compressive strengths and elastic modulus. In 

addition, the ratios of creep values of RCA80 concrete including SRA at 180 days are 

basically less than 1, indicating the reduced creep, and those of other recycled 

aggregate concrete are greater than 1, corresponding to the increased creep. 
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3.4 SEM analysis 

In general, the formation and variation of microstructure of cementitious materials 

play a crucial role in determining the macroscopic properties including shrinkage and 

creep [28]. The morphology observation by SEM images is considered as an effective 

way to study the microstructure of cementitious materials which can provide the 

direct and visual proof to explain the difference of properties to some extent [29, 30]. 

Generally speaking, the addition of SRA degrades the microstructure at early ages to 

result in the reduction of strengths of concrete due to the delayed hydration reaction 

[31, 32]. However, creep of concrete becomes stable at later ages, and Fig.11 exhibits 

the SEM images of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA at the magnifications 

of 5000× at 90 days. 

 

It can be seen in the Fig.11, the microstructure of all specimens mainly consists of 

aggregates, unhydrated cementitious material particles from the old and new cement 

paste, various hydration products, pores with different diameters and closed or 

connected micro cracks. The utilization of recycled aggregates and SRA has important 

effect on the microstructure variation of specimens. The most obvious difference is 

observed that compared with the reference specimen with NCA, recycled aggregate 

specimens have two weak links, namely old and new ITZ. Though there is a small 

amount of disconnected and scattered large capillary pores, the reference specimen 

with NCA has relatively compact microstructure including ITZ due to the abundant 

interconnected and covered products, corresponding the high mechanical properties 

and low creep properties. However, the old and new ITZ as weak links are remarkable 

in the specimen with RCA30, and some interconnected capillary pores with large 

sizes, especially air voids, are also found, and the microstructure is split into some 

loose portions by the interconnected channels and flaws, demonstrating the degraded 

microstructure. The addition of SRA improves the microstructure of the specimen 

with RCA30 to some extent, and there still exist some channels and flaws, but the 

connectivity and sizes are reduced, implying the improved properties in comparisons 

with the specimen with RCA30. The relatively compact microstructure including ITZ 



especially old ITZ is observed in the specimen with RCA80, compared with the 

specimen with RCA30, indicating the quality of recycled aggregates plays a 

significant role in the properties. The utilization of RCA80 results in the compact old 

cement paste and ITZ due to the higher parent concrete strength, and however, a small 

amount of capillary pores with large sizes, air voids and micro cracks are also 

observed largely in new cement paste and ITZ of the specimen with RCA80. The 

addition of SRA further improves the microstructure of the specimen with RCA80, 

which is more compact than that of the reference specimen with NCA. Some 

unhydrated particles such as smooth spherical fly ash are also found to refine pores 

and fill flaws, and ITZ is similar to the surrounding hardened cement paste, both of 

which are difficulty to be distinguished especially new ITZ due to the improved effect 

of SRA on the microstructure. This is possible to explain why the recycled aggregate 

specimen including SRA exhibits the later higher mechanical properties and lower 

creep properties, compared with the reference specimen with NCA. 

 

3.5 Pore structure 

Usually, pore structure is also one of important parameters for characterizing the 

variation of microstructure of cementitious materials [33]. The utilization of SRA 

reduces compressive strengths of concrete at early ages due to the reduction of 

hydration products and increased porosity [34, 35]. MIP has been widely used to 

investigate the pore structure for many years [36], according to which the cumulative 

porosity of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA at 90 days is obtained, shown 

in Fig.12, and the pore size distributions are also achieved, exhibited in Table 4. 

 

In general, pores with different size have the different effect on the property variation 

of concrete, based on which the pores are divided into several types: the pore whose 

diameter is greater than 100 nm is considered as the harmful pore, and the pore whose 

diameter is smaller than 50 nm is related to the durability and volume stability, and 

the pore whose diameter is greater than 50 nm is connected with mechanical 

properties [37]. It can be found from Fig.12 and Table 4, the proportion of the pores 



whose diameter is greater than 100 nm in total pores for all specimens is greatest, 

above 75%, and compared with the reference specimen with NCA, the utilization of 

RCA30 remarkably increases the total porosity, especially the porosity of harmful 

pore whose diameter is greater than 100 nm, implying the degraded pore structure. 

The addition of SRA improves the pore structure of RCA30 specimen to some extent, 

and reduces the various porosities, but its total porosity and the porosity of harmful 

pore whose diameter is greater than 100 nm is still much greater than those of the 

reference specimen with NCA. With the improvement of recycled aggregate quality, 

the utilization of RCA80 has a significant effect on the change of pore structure. The 

various porosities of RCA80 specimen is lower than those of RCA30 specimen, and 

its total porosity and the porosity of harmful pore whose diameter is greater than 100 

nm is also lower than those of RCA30 specimen including SRA, but still greater than 

those of the reference specimen with NCA. Compared with the reference specimen 

with NCA, the addition of SRA remarkably reduces various porosities of RCA80 

specimen, indicating the improved pore structure and corresponding to the later higher 

strength, elastic modulus, and lower creep properties. The results basically accords 

with the findings exhibited in above SEM images, which also provide proofs for the 

variation of mechanical and creep properties of recycled aggregate concrete including 

SRA to some extent. In addition, the utilization of recycled aggregate and SRA 

reduces the porosity of the pore whose diameter is smaller than 50 nm mainly related 

to creep, and only according to this view, it seems that creep of all recycled aggregate 

specimens with and without SRA should be reduced, but the reality is totally different. 

This should mainly be attributed to the increased porosity of the harmful pores of 

specimens (except RCA80 specimen including SRA) to result in the reduction of the 

ability of resistance to creep deformations. Hence, the effect of pore structure on the 

creep properties of specimens should be overall considered. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, the effect of SRA on the mechanical and creep properties of recycled 

aggregate concrete has been investigated, and the variation of microstructure has also 



been achieved according to the SEM and MIP tests. The main conclusions can be 

obtained as followings: 

• The incorporation of SRA decreases the early compressive strengths and 

elastic modulus of recycled aggregate concrete, but increases the later 

strengths and elastic modulus. With the improvement of recycled aggregate 

quality, recycled aggregate concrete including SRA has the higher later 

strength and elastic modulus than the reference concrete with NCA. 

• The addition of SRA dramatically decreases the creep strain of recycled 

aggregate concrete, and concrete manufactured with SRA and recycled 

aggregates with high quality exhibits the lower creep strain than the reference 

concrete with NCA. 

• The specific creep and creep coefficient of recycled aggregate concrete 

including SRA basically exhibit a similar variation trend to the creep strain. 

• The utilization of recycled aggregates, especially with low quality, remarkably 

degrades the later microstructure such as ITZ and pore structure. The addition 

of SRA improves the later internal microstructure, and concrete manufactured 

with SRA and recycled aggregates with high quality exhibits the later more 

compact microstructure than the reference concrete with NCA. 
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Table 1 Physical properties of cement 

Specific surface 

area, m2/kg 

Setting time, 

minutes 

Flexural strength, 

MPa 

Compressive strength, 

MPa 

Initial Final 3 days 28 days 3 days 28 days 

350 148 220 5.2 7.8 27.8 50.7 

 

 

Table 2 Main properties of SRA 

Chemical ingredient 
Specific gravity, 

g/cm3 

Viscosity, 

Pa·s 

Surface tension, 

mN/m 

Glycol ether 1.02-1.05 49.8-70.5 41.5 

 

 

Table 3 Physical properties of aggregates 

Aggregate 

type 

Size 

range, 

mm 

Crushin

g value 

index, % 

Flat-elongat

ed particle 

content, % 

Specific 

gravity, 

kg/m3 

Water 

absorption,

 % 

Attached 

mortar 

content, 

% 

NCA 5～20 8.6% 3.7 2598 1.06 — 

RCA30 5～20 17.2% 4.2 2281 6.43 48.2 

RCA80 5～20 12.1% 4.1 2386 4.75 41.3 

NFA 0.15～4 — — 2545 1.95 — 

NCA: Natural coarse aggregate;  

NFA: Natural fine aggregate; 

RCA30 and RCA80: Recycled coarse aggregate with the parent concrete strengths of 

30MPa and 80MPa at 28 days, corresponding to the low and high quality, 

respectively. 

 



 

Table 4 Mixture proportions of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA (kg/m3) 

Types of 

mixture 
Cement 

Limestone 

powder 

Fine 

aggregate 

Coarse 

aggregate 
Water SRA Superplasticizer 

C-N 340 60 755 
1085  

(NCA) 
160 0 3.25 

C-RCA30 340 60 755 
1085 

(RCA30) 
160 0 4.78 

C-RCA30-SRA 340 60 755 
1085 

(RCA30) 
160 8 4.11 

C-RCA80 340 60 755 
1085 

(RCA80) 
160 0 4.55 

C-RCA80-SRA 340 60 755 
1085 

(RCA80) 
160 8 3.88 

 

 

Table 5 Pore size distributions in recycled aggregate concrete including SRA (mL/g) 

Number <50nm (50～100)nm >100nm Total porosity 

C-N 0.01280 0.00311 0.04897 0.06488 

C-RCA30 0.00667 0.00163 0.08400 0.09230 

C-RCA30-SRA 0.00308 0.00031 0.07302 0.07640 

C-RCA80 0.00597 0.00124 0.06553 0.07274 

C-RCA80-SRA 0.00638 0.00250 0.03988 0.04876 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig.1 Fineness of cement and limestone powder 
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(a) Actual test process 



 

(b) Schematic diagram 

Fig.2 Creep test of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA 
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Fig.3 Effect of SRA on compressive strengths of recycled aggregate concrete 

 

 

 

Fig.4 Effect of SRA on increase rate of strength of recycled aggregate concrete 
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Fig.5 Effect of SRA on elastic modulus of recycled aggregate concrete 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6 Effect of SRA on increase rate of elastic modulus of recycled aggregate concrete 
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Fig.7 Effect of SRA on drying shrinkage strain of recycled aggregate concrete 

 

 

 

Fig.8 Effect of SRA on creep strain of recycled aggregate concrete 
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Fig.9 Effect of SRA on creep coefficient of recycled aggregate concrete 

 

Fig.10 Effect of SRA on specific creep of recycled aggregate concrete 
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Fig.11 Effect of SRA on ratio of creep at 180 days 

(Crc: creep of reference concrete; Crac: creep of recycled aggregate concrete with or 

without SRA) 
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(a) Specimen (C-N)                (b) Specimen (C-RCA30) 

  
(c) Specimen (C-RCA30-SRA)             (d) Specimen (C-RCA80) 

 

(e) Specimen (C-RCA80-SRA) 

Fig.12 SEM images of recycled aggregate concrete including SRA at 90 days 
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Fig.13 Effect of SRA on cumulative porosity of recycled aggregate concrete 
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